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Summary

The Extraordinary social change through sport project aims to improve socio-sport animation 
through cooperation between sports promotion bodies and organizations that promote social 
inclusion.

The expected result is a higher quality socio-sport animation which will be verified by the end 
of the project using the quality standards that will be developed during the project cycle.

The specific objectives of this project are:

1. Promote knowledge and exchange of ideas, good practices and projects among the 
associations involved.

2. To define an intersectoral and international work methodology. Promotion of a path which 
will present the cultural direction of the associations involved in quality, starting from their own 
particular characteristics.

3. Identify, starting from existing certification standards or management systems, and test a set 
of standards, related monitoring as well as evaluation systems, suitable for certifying the 
quality of social and sporting animation.

The objective is consistent with the topic "Encourage social inclusion" and "Equal opportunities 
in sports", contained in the Call EAC-A03-2018 / Small Collaborative Partnership Erasmus Plus 
Sport.

The project include 4 trasnational meetings.

The dissemination and results are structured for continuation in order to generate benefits 
after the end of the project and to be used by other interested organizations that are outside 
the partnership of this project.



Expected 
results are:

1. Creation of an interchange network open to other interested associations.

2. Creation of guidelines for quality socio-sport animation.

3. Creation of a method to verify the quality standards of socio-sport animation.



Agenda Friday 3rd September 2021

Start: 10.00 

End : 16.00



Venue 

SOS Europa Headquarters

Via Adone Finardi 2/A - 00169 Rome, Italy

Map 
https://goo.gl/maps/kU5DVym5x5k8ybmw5



Profile 
Partecipants

2 Members for each 
partner

President, Director, Project 
Manager, Coordinator



Coordinator

SOS EUROPA is an indipendent association of 
social promotion based in Rome. It was created to 
spread the European cultural values and for 
improving integration inside and outside the 
Union, encouraging mobility of young people by 
promoting cultural exchange and knowledges 
exchange, participatory and active European 
citizenship, networking opportunities. The 
Association is not profit and seeks esclusively 
scopes of social, human, civil and cultural solidarity 
and of ethic research. The Association organizes 
courses, training, seminars and is partner of 
several European projects.



The meeting

It will be the first encounter of the project and it
will be essential for sharing all aims, for starting
the preparation phase at the best, for improving
the knowledge between partners and for
having the entire vision behind the project for
all partners.

The meeting, will provide participants the
opportunity to discuss about the guidelines of
the project and to set the proper expectations.

Moreover, it will be useful to energize the group
and enhance the cooperation about the actors
involved, thus to be able then implement a
successful project.



Partner 
Organisations

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL 
INITIATIVES FOR COOPERATION

Mithat Pasa Spor Kulubu

ASOCIATIA TINERILOR CU INITIATIVA 
CIVICA

Sport diagnostic center Sabac



Economic 
Rules

For this Transnational Meeting EACH PARTNER 
GROUP will organize its own trip in autonomy 
and independently.

Accomodations reservation, Food, Transports 
will be organized and managed by individual 
participants / groups.

Meals will be reimbursed up to 3 for day.

The coordinator will not be responsible for 
your stay in Rome.

All expenses will be paid in advance by the 
participants.

SOS EUROPA will reimburse the costs by bank 
transfer after the delivery of the supporting 
documentation.

All expenses will be paid in advance by the participants



Budget Limit

575€ for each participant



REIMBURSEMENT

Reimbursement must be based on the basis of actual costs 
(reimbursement of receipts). Costs may be claimed only for 
journeys directly connected to specific and clearly identifiable 
project-related activities.

Costs for subsistence (cost of accommodation, meals, local 
travel within the place of mission and sundry expenses) are 
eligible up to the actual amount spent.

It is thus very important to keep all supporting documents. 
These may be requested by the Agency before making the final 
payment but should be kept available in any case for a possible 
ex-post audit/control.

To be considered eligible, these costs must be reasonable, 
conform to local prices and be exclusively linked to the project. 

Lost, fake or incomplete documentation will not be 
reimbursed.



Contact

m.ditommaso@soseuropa.it

www.soseuropa.it

https://www.facebook.com/SOSEuropa2016

https://www.instagram.com/sos_europa/


